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A Galois extension of &,-fields is considered. Given a set of subgroups of the 
Galois group, it is shown that a linear relation, with rational coefficients, between 
the norm idempotents implies the same relation between the I-invariants. This is 
the analogue of a theorem of Kani on algebraic curves. Analogs of two theorems of 
Accola on Riemann surfaces are immediate consequences. 1 I987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENTS OF RESULTS 
For an odd prime p, let Q,,+ I be the subfield of the field of p”th roots of 
unity which is of degree p”- ’ over Q, the field of rational numbers. For 
p = 2, let Q n-, be the maximal real subfield of the field of p”+ ’ th roots of 
unity. Let Q, = u,! Q,, , . A L,-field, in this note, is a finite extension of 
Q, in the field of complex numbers. For such a field K. there exists a tower 
of fields 
K,cK,c .‘. cK,,c ... cK=K,, 
such that K&Q is a finite extension, K,,/Ko is cyclic of degree p”, K= U,, K, 
and there are no other intermediate fields of K(K,. Iwasawa proved that 
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there exist integers A, p, v such that if pen is the exact power of p dividing 
the class number of K,,, then for sufficiently large n, 
en = In + pp” + v. 
Let Z,,, Q, denote the ring of p-adic integers and the field of p-adic num- 
bers, respectively. If AK denotes the p-primary part of the ideal class group 
of K, as a .Z,,-module, 
where A’ is a Z,-module of bounded exponent which is trivial if and only if 
p =o. 
We prove: 
THEOREM 1. Let K/F be u ,fi;nite Galois extension of Z,-fields. Let 
E, , E, ,..., E, he u set qf intermediate,fields qf K/F and H, = Gal(K/E;). Then, 
for the norm idempotents F~, = C,,,,/,, h,. 1 H,I ‘, any relation 
between these idempotents implies the relation 
between the IMqasawa inuariants A,,. 
THEOREM 2. Let K/F he a finite Galois extension of Z,-fields. Suppose 
H,, Hz,..., H, are subgroups of G = Gal(K/F) such that G = H, u 
H2u ... u H,. Denote by E,, Ez,..., E, the corresponding intermediate fields 
qf K/F. Then 
THEOREM 3. Let K/F he a finite Galois extension of Z,-fields. Suppose 
H,, Hz,..., H, are subgroups qf G = Gal(K/F) satisfying the following con- 
ditions: 
(i) Hi. H, = H, . H, for i #j. 
(ii) For any irreducible complex character x qf G, there exists a sub- 
group H, c kernel x. 
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Denote ty E,, E7,..., E, the corresponding intermediate fields of K/F. Then 
AK’ 2 (-)“I c &-“...“E,,. 
r=, I<!,< .. <i,<l 
Theorem 1 is the analogue of a theorem of Kani [3] for algebraic curves, 
where the genus or Hasse-Witt invariant plays the role of 1. Theorems 2 
and 3 are analogues of two theorems of Accola [ 1 ] on Riemann surfaces. 
As observed by Kani, these are easy consequences of Theorem 1. They are 
included here for the sake of completeness. 
2. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
Ad Theorem 1. Let E be any of the intermediate fields E,, E2,..., E, of 
K/F and let H = Gal(K/E) = {h, , h, ,..., h dl\. Consider the following exact 
sequence of torsion Z,-modules induced by the norm map T,,,: a --+ 
h,(a)+ ... + h,(a) on the p-primary part AK of the ideal class group of K: 
o-t&.+&~ B,-rO. (1) 
Recall [2, p. 2731 that M + V(M) = HomzP(M, Q,,/Z,,) @+, Q,, defines an 
exact contravariant functor from torsion Z,-modules into vector spaces 
over Q,. Therefore, ( 1) implies the exact sequence 
O+ V(B,)+ V(A,)+ V(C,)+O. (2) 
Since V is trivial on Z,-modules of bounded exponent and the kernel of the 
conorm map applied to the direct summand of A, isomorphic to (GJ,/Z,)“~ 
is finite, we have V(A,) z Oik, V( BK) r QJ~, and, hence, V( C,) z Q$- j+. 
Since V(B,) is a vector space over a field of characteristic zero and H is 
finite, the exact sequence (2) of Q,[H]-modules splits, 
V(A,)r V(B,)@ V(C’,). (3) 
Let xKjs, x,, x1 be the characters of the representations nKIE, x,, n, of H 
given by V(A,), V( BK), V( C,), respectively. Then, 
,FH Xw(h)= c x,(h)+ c XI(h), 
I /,E H h E H 
k’E(i:H)=+ 2 x,(h)++ 1 x,(h). 
h E H heH 
(4) 
It follows from the definition of V(B,), V(C,) that for ~1, E V(B,), 
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((h, +h,+ ‘.. +h,)/d)(cc,)=cx,, and for CX~E V(C,), ((h, +h?+ ... + 
hd)/d)(Q = 0. Thus, (4) implies 
XK,E.(FH) = I”,. (5) 
Applying (5) to the intermediate fields E,, E2,..., E,, we see that 
rH,EH, - -0 (YH,EQ) 
,=I 
rff,xK;E,(cH,)=o - i r,,i,, = 0. 
,=I 
Ad Theorem 2. Since G = H, v Hz v . .. u H,, a counting of its 
elements gives 
p= c c .y 
1<1,<1 \6f/,, 
- c c .u+... +(-1)“’ c Y. (6) 
I c I, < 12 < f 1 t H,, n ff,: \-E H, r, n II, 
For, if x E G is contained in M subgroups but not in WI + 1 subgroups, the 
identity 
l=m- T 
0 
+ . . + ( _ 1 ),,I + 1 m 
0 ‘11 
shows that .Y appears exactly once on the right hand side in (6). Now (6) 
implies 
/G(E~= i (-I)‘+’ c 1 H,, n n H,I &H,, n n H,; 
?=I ISi,<. <,,S, 
Thus, by Theorem 1, 
IGIrl,= -f (-,)‘+I 1 IH,,n .. n H,,I LE, ... &+. 
r= I 1 < il -c < I ,  < I  
Ad Theorem 3. Let p be any irreducible representation of G. The con- 
dition (ii) in the statement of the theorem entails P(E~, - 1) = 0 for some 
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idempotent F~,. It follows that every irreducible representation of G 
vanishes on (1 - E~,)( I - sHz) . . ( 1 - Ed,). Hence 
(1 -EH,)(l -&&)...(l -E&)=0. (7) 
By condition (i), E~,E~, = E~,E~, for i# j and c,,~ ,,... H,, = sH,,sH,, ... Ed,,. 
Hence, by Theorem 1, (7) implies 
i,- i (-I),,’ 1 %E,,“...“~,r=o. 
,=I I<,,< ., <i,<f 
3. AN APPLICATION OF A THEOREM OF IWASAWA 
A Z,-field K is said to be of CM-type if it is totally imaginary and is a 
quadratic extension of a totally real field. If p is odd, AK, the p-primary 
part of the ideal class group of K, decomposes in the form 
where 
J denoting the map induced by the complex conjugation. If one assumes 
Iwasawa’s well-known conjecture that A, is p-divisible, then 
where 22, Ai are nonnegative integers. Let 
be the Ii-dimensional Q,-space. We give an application of the following 
THEOREM (Iwasawa [2, Theorems 4 and 51. For an odd prime p, let 
K/F be a finite Galois p-extension of Z,-fields of CM-type. Let 
G = Gal(K/F) and K+, F+ denote the corresponding totally real subfields. 
Then, the representation rt~~~ of G on the vector space V(A;) is given by 
(8) 
where 6 is 1 or 0 according as F does or does not contain the pth roots of 
unity; rtI, a, denote the one-dimensional trivial and the regular represen- 
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tation, respectively; 7c:,+ designates the complement in rcG of the represen- 
tation induced by the one-dimensional trivial representation of the inertia 
group of v+ in K+/F+, and v + varies over the ,finite non-p-primes which are 
ramified in Kf/Ff and split in F/F+. 
We show that for the class of Z,-extensions of the above theorem, the 
analogue of Theorem 1 for A-minus invariants can be obtained as a direct 
application of this theorem; i.e., using the above notation, a relation 
i rH,EH,=O (rH,EQ) 
,=I 
between the norm idempotents Ed, implies the relation 
I 
C r,A,=O t , 
,=, 
(9) 
between the Iwasawa invariants E,,. 
We observe that (9), as well as a similar relation for A-plus invariants, 
can also be obtained by the argument in Section 2. The following is merely 
an illustration of Iwasawa’s Theorem. 
To prove (9) let E be any of the fields Ei, i = 1, 2 ,..., t. H = Gal(K/E), 
[E: F] = pm and [K: F] =p”. Denote by xiIF, x,, xG, x:,, the characters of 
the representations rri,,, rc,, rcG, zi.+, respectively. From (8) we obtain 
,FH xi,F(h)=fi c x,(h)+ (1, -6) c xcW+~ c x:.+(h). 
htH htH I’+ h E II 
This implies 
x&i”“)=&. 1 hs H xi,Ah) 
(10) 
=?!+(A, -6)p”+c 1 x:.+(h).IHIY, 
because Xc(h) = ICI if h = 1 and Xc(h) = 0 if h # 1. 
For a prime w  + of K+ lying over II+, let T be the inertia group and L + 
be its fixed field, i.e., the inertia field. We denote L + F by L and identify the 
subgroups of Gal(K+/F+) with the corresponding subgroups of Gal(K/F). 
Set [E: En L] = pe* and [K: L] = p’. We have 
where rrt,+ is the representation of G induced by the one-dimensional trivial 
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representation of T. Therefore, for the corresponding characters xG, XL+ 
and x1,+, we obtain 
,FH xc(h)= c L+(h)+ 1 L+(h). (11) 
hsH hsH 
For the character xI,+ induced by the one-dimensional trivial character x0 
of T, 
where 
hE T, 
h $ T. 
We wish to show that 
Xi&H) = Xi,&H) = A,. 
Therefore, we may assume that H = G, E = F, e* = 0 = tn. Now, 
hEH 
c x,+(h) =’ pe 1 c ryr(xhx-‘)=l pe ICI ET: l]=p”. (12) 
I~EG haG 
From (11) and (12), substitution in (10) gives 
X&(EH) = 6 + (1, - 6) = 1, = 1;. 
The assertion (9), now, follows as in Section 2. 
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